“Why Don’t
Homosexuals
Live?”

You Just
Live and

Let
Let

I find that you are very passionate about your thoughts and
personal beliefs. At the same time, I think that the Bible
also shares a very clear message that we are not God, and
therefore should do as we believe God wants us to do. God
never once asked us to become Gods; therefore we should not
pass judgments on to others regarding their life styles, or
beliefs. We get it, being gay is a sin, but all sin is on the
same level. Killing a child and saying a curse word falls into
one group of sin, one no greater than the other.
If you want to start a movement, how about protecting those
that can not protect themselves? Children are being abandoned
by their parents left and right… and even worse neglected,
raped and molested. Adults choosing to be homosexual is just
that, a choice. Live and let live, go after the helpless and
innocent, they need passionate leader to protect them and
their rights.
Thank you for writing. I appreciate your compassion for the
hurting and those who need a voice. Bless you!
The reason we address the subject of homosexuality is that God
does. He knows it is not His intention for the people He made
and dearly loves. He knows that homosexual activity is
destructive and hurtful. Yes, choosing to act on one’s samesex feelings is, indeed, a choice, but it is not a choice like
deciding between chocolate or vanilla ice cream. It is more
like a choice between drinking grape juice, or Kool-Aid laced
with poison. But the message of our culture about
homosexuality is that there is no difference because there is
no poison.

But God knows there is.
And the loving thing to do is to take a stand for truth, which
we can know because of what God says.
I would respectfully disagree that all sin is equal. While all
sin separates us from God, and all sin requires the death of
His Son in our place, the consequences of our sin vary hugely.
It is a sin for me to have an uncharitable thought about
someone; it is a very different sin for me to pull out a gun
and shoot them. If you really believe that no sin is greater
than another, do you really not care whether someone thinks
critically of your driving, or if they run you off the road
into a ditch? Maybe that idea works better in concept than
reality.
We aren’t interested in starting a movement. We just want to
speak the truth in love, as God calls us to. And sometimes
that involves judging that some beliefs and lifestyles are
dangerous and destructive and hurtful, and pointing that there
is another way to live. (May I respectfully point out the
irony that of the fact that in writing your email, you are
judging our beliefs?)
One final comment. What I think and write about homosexuality
is not mere opinion or philosophy. My passion for this issue
is fueled by the pain experienced by people I love who “drank
the Kool-Aid” and entered into various kinds of gay
relationships, and are now experiencing the hurtful
consequences in their hearts and, in some case, their bodies.
It is fueled by compassion for the hurting family members of
those currently living in a way contrary to God’s intention
for them. This is more than personal beliefs; this is taking a
stand for what God says is right so that others can avoid
needless pain, and standing in compassion and understanding
(and prayer) for those now in that pain.
I hope this helps you better understand where we’re coming

from.
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